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This Fall, professors at Mount St. Mary’s Frederick Campus
have the option of teaching in multiple modalities, including
traditional face-to-face (F2F), a blended classroom model
(some students present and others online), and from a distance.

Similarly, this Fall the Mount’s students have the options
regarding the environment in which they learn.

For all three options enhanced Zoom™ hardware and software
is available in all classrooms. Further, technical support will be
available each evening until 7 p.m.

F2F Instruction

Professors will be required to abide by all Mount COVID-19
policies to include:
» Complete the daily personal health attestation.
» Always use their Mount ID to enter the building
» Properly wearing a mask whenever they are physically in
the Frederick Campus building, unless they are the only
person in a room.
» Adhering to social distancing guidelines.
» Follow all posted guidelines on campus.

Blended Instruction

Depending on the number of students registered in a course,
and/or the number of students who elect to attend virtually,
professors may deliver a combination of F2F and distance
instruction in the same room. In this case professors would
be required to both adhere to the F2F guidelines and address
the needs of the distance learning students. Large classes
with students who elect to attend F2F may be split into two
adjacent rooms, with the professor and some students in one
classroom and the remainder of students in another.

Distance Learning Instruction

Professors who elect to teach their course online may do so
from a Frederick Campus classroom or their home. Students
may elect to take their courses from home or a Frederick
Campus classroom.

If their professor is delivering instruction F2F, students are
invited to join them in the classroom. However, if students
have health and safety concerns about attending in person,
students may attend class remotely.
When on the Frederick Campus, whether to meet with
their advisor, study independently, collaborate with other
students, or attend class, all students must adhere to
Mount COVID-19 polices:
» Complete the daily personal health attestation
» Always use their Mount ID to enter the building
» Properly wearing a mask whenever they are physically
in the Frederick Campus building, unless they are the
only person in a room

» Adhere to social distancing guidelines
» Follow all posted guidelines on campus
If their professor is delivering instruction at a distance, then
students have two options: First, students are welcome to
come to campus and utilize our rooms and Zoom™ technology
during normal campus hours of operation. In addition, students
can attend their courses from home, their place of work, or
wherever else they are comfortable learning.
As students consider their options, they are encouraged to
speak with their academic advisor or program director. Also,
social distancing policies will dictate the number of students
on campus. Should students need to change the modality in
which they take classes, students MUST notify the Frederick
Campus’ Office of the Associate Provost.
More information will be provided as the semester begins.

